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Demon's Fall - G Bailey 2019-07-18
Coloring scenes from the complete Demon's Fall

Series by G. Bailey.
Valkyrie's Legacy - Allyson Lindt 2021-01-09
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All four books, plus the prequel, in the pulsepounding, heart-racing Valkyrie’s Legacy series.
The gods raised Kirby as an assassin. A weapon
to wield against those who threatened their
power. The soldiers she grew up and trained
with are the only family she knows. When her
partner—her lover—betrays her and The Order
shuns her, Kirby’s world shatters. She spirals
into a darkness that threatens to destroy her.
The combat instructor Kirby lusted after from a
distance, pulls her from pit and offers her a new
path forward. Vengeance and a chance to do
right by the people she once hunted. But he’s
keeping a secret. At least one of the prophecies
drilled into her head in school is about her—the
Valkyrie who Odin cursed to an eternity of loss.
He and the other immortal men she’s loved in
her previous lives have searched for her through
time and around the world, to keep her alive in
this life. These three gorgeous, sexy immortals
promise her family. A future. After so much
betrayal and heartbreak though, Kirby doesn’t

know if she can trust the man who lied to her for
years, or his companions. When the order
realizes Kirby is still alive, she becomes their
most prominent target. Is she’s strong enough to
face the threat alone, or is putting her faith in
the allies who can help her survive an even
deadlier choice? Author's Note: The Valkyrie’s
Legacy Series is a dark #whychoose urban
fantasy that contains mention of self-harm,
thoughts of suicide, and physical assault Other
Books By Allyson Lindt Valkyrie's Legacy Series
(Urban Fantasy) Valkyrie Reborn Valkyrie
Hunted Valkyrie Concealed Valkyrie Crowned
Three Player Co-op (Ménage Romance) Looking
For It Waiting For It Asking For It Running For
It Fighting For It Game for Cookies Series
(Ménage Romance) Seduction Games Control
Games Two Plus One (Ménage Romance) Their
Nerd Their Matchmaker 3d20 Series (Ménage
Romance) Roll Against Trust Roll Against Regret
Roll Against Discovery Roll Against Betrayal
Subscribe, Live, Love Series (Ménage Romance)
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Red Hunted Red Consumed Beauty Claimed
Beauty Awakened Ubiquity Series (Urban
Fantasy Reverse Harem) Seductive Soul Soul
Reaper Soul Betrayer Truth's Harem Series
(Urban Fantasy Reverse Harem) Fate's Illusion
Innovation's Muse Apathy's Hero Ridden Hard
(M/F Contemporary Romance) Hard Flip Hard
Pack Riding the Wave Drive Me Wild Love
Equation (Contemporary Romance) Rival
Charmed by the Geeks Regret Restraint Love
Games (M/F Contemporary Romance) His
Reputation Her Airman His Cosplayer Love Hack
(M/F Contemporary Romance) His Hacker His
Infatuation Her Surrender Hacking Wonderland
(Suspense) Reagan through the Looking Glass
The Hatter and the Hare Painting the Roses Red
Reigning Hearts Null Equation (Dystopian
Romance) Over Exposed Over Stimulated Over
Shared Stand Alone Titles Seeking More (M/F
New Adult Romance) Destined for Temptation
(Paranormal Romance)
Curse Marked - Rinna Ford 2019-03-26

She doesn't know anything about herself before
the age of thirteen. Even the name she now
answers to is not her own, but that isn't the
strangest thing about her.Anne Smith was found
on the steps of a homeless shelter with no
memory of her life before that moment and a
small tattoo-like mark in the center of her back
that has grown and changed with each new
moon. It's been almost fifteen years, and the now
the mark covers almost every inch of skin on her
back. With good reason, it's impossible for her to
let anyone in, to let anyone get close. Who would
believe that her mark burns itself into her skin
every twenty-eight days, leaving it larger than
before? But, what if there was not only someone
who believes her but has the answers to the
questions that she desperately wants to ask?
Would she finally be able to let people in? The
mark is almost complete. What will happen when
there's no more room left to grow? Curse
Marked is the first story in a medium-burn
reverse harem series. Due to strong language
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and sexual situations, it is recommended for
18+.
Hidden Magic - Luna Pierce 2020-07-09
A cursed witch, four intriguing young men, and a
shadow realm hidden within their academy.
After graduating high school, Willow Oliver
watches her friends go away to college while she
makes the ten-minute trip to Harper Academy,
the school full of the ordinary. Even with the
help of her uncle, staying close to home is
crucial for her to continue to care for her
mother's declining mental state and constant
talk about their family being cursed. When
Willow notices things her fellow students don't,
she starts to uncover mysteries about not only
the school she now attends, but herself, and the
four guys who seem to be drawn to her. Can
Willow handle the truth of her lineage and fight
the many battles she's soon to face in her first
year at Harper Academy? Or will she succumb to
the curse while risking the lives of the ones she
can't help but care for? Hidden Magic is the first

installment in a YA/NA paranormal academy
reverse harem romance series full of magic,
danger and tantalizing secrets.
The Cursed Key - Miranda Brock 2020-01-14
A forgotten past, a dark mage, and an unyielding
curse. Another team beat free-spirited
archaeologist Olivia Perez to the dig of a
lifetime, and now she’s left with the choice to
wait for scraps or brave a dangerous, dusty tomb
in hopes of finding other priceless artifacts. Her
reward? A mysterious key she has no idea is
cursed. Soon, Olivia realizes she’s brought home
more than just an ancient rarity. Malevolent
visions begin to plague her. Unnerved by what
they reveal, she casts away the
key...unknowingly placing it into the waiting
hands of a dark mage bent on destruction. Only
when a shifter agent from the Paranormal
Intelligence and Tracking Organization arrives
searching for the key does Olivia realize what a
huge mistake she’s made. Forced to team up
with the ill-tempered shifter, her journey to
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reclaim the cursed key leads down a twisting
path of dark histories, dangerous magic, and
deadly obstacles. But Olivia’s efforts to take
back the ancient relic before the dark mage can
destroy the lives of humans, shifters, witches,
and fae alike are thwarted by her own dark
past...and a price steeper than what she’s willing
to pay. Fans of Tomb Raider and Ilona Andrews
will love the blend of urban fantasy, magical
adventure, and paranormal romance in THE
CURSED KEY from Miranda Brock and New
York Times bestselling author Rebecca
Hamilton! Scroll up and one click to start this
slow burn urban fantasy romance adventure!
Omega Phoenix: Claimed (Her Shifter
Harem’s Babies 1) - Layla Heart 2020-09-23
Cyra, a rare Omega phoenix shifter, has had a
rough week, to say the least. First, two playboy
Alphas, a hydra and a griffin, start showing up at
the cafe she works at. Their teasing making her
all hot and bothered, no matter how much she
tries to ignore them. And then she accidentally

accepts to play a princess at a spoiled shifter
kid’s birthday party, where her crappy old car
promptly breaks down. Luckily, or maybe she’s
just cursed, a cerberus and a centaur Alpha are
there to save the day and give her a ride home.
For years, Cyra has managed to hide herself
from other shifters, pretending she’s human.
Because she doesn’t want her parents to marry
her off to a rich asshole Alpha for money and
status or to be kidnapped and bred like some
other rare Omega shifters. She wants her
freedom, to be able to make her own choices,
and both of those things are taken away the
moment she’s mated. Once she’s claimed by an
Alpha, she’ll become that Alpha’s property, and
she refuses to live like that. But now everything
she’s worked so hard for is falling apart around
her. Money is tight, and with her crappy car
constantly needing repairs, she won’t be able to
afford the medication she needs to stay hidden
from shifters, especially with the mating season
only weeks away. So she makes a reckless
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decision and takes the cerberus and the centaur
up on their offer to be their date to the yearly
Night Gala, an exclusive shifter event for
bachelor Alphas, Betas and Omegas, though it’s
not uncommon for humans to attend too, as
‘dates’ or serving staff. Their offer is too
tempting, one night of boring chats while
looking pretty, and all her money problems will
be solved. That is, until the hydra and griffin
Alphas also appear at the Night Gala and
everything goes to hell… This is the first book in
the Her Shifter Harem’s Babies series, a
paranormal Omegaverse reverse harem
#WhyChoose story. This book may include any
of these elements: steamy scenes, ‘I need tissues
NOW’ moments, cries of ‘why, oh, why’ and
cliffhangers that make you bite your nails (and
curse the author). ??This story includes MF and
MM scenes.
Valkyrie Reborn - Allyson Lindt 2019-07-16
She Loves. She Dies. She is Reborn. Kirby had
the prophecies drilled into her head in school.

She just doesn’t realize one of them is about her:
the Valkyrie who Odin cursed to an eternity of
loss. She’s focused on healing from the scars the
gods left on her—both physical and
mental—when they raised her to be an assassin.
With the help of the man she calls handler,
savior, and permanent resident of her sexiest
fantasies, she’s hunting the people who seek to
destroy her life, and hundreds of others, in the
name of those same cruel gods who tortured her.
If Kirby can't outrun her past, the future of the
world is at stake. Author's Note: Valkyrie Reborn
was previously titled Blood in the Shadows, and
is a #whychoose dark urban fantasy with some
scorching FF action mixed in. The book contains
mention of self-harm, thoughts of suicide, and
physical assault Other Books By Allyson Lindt
Valkyrie's Legacy Series (Urban Fantasy)
Valkyrie Reborn Valkyrie Hunted Valkyrie
Concealed Valkyrie Crowned Three Player Co-op
(Ménage Romance) Looking For It Waiting For It
Asking For It Running For It Fighting For It
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Game for Cookies Series (Ménage Romance)
Seduction Games Control Games Two Plus One
(Ménage Romance) Their Nerd Their
Matchmaker 3d20 Series (Ménage Romance)
Roll Against Trust Roll Against Regret Roll
Against Discovery Roll Against Betrayal
Subscribe, Live, Love Series (Ménage Romance)
Red Hunted Red Consumed Beauty Claimed
Beauty Awakened Ubiquity Series (Urban
Fantasy Reverse Harem) Seductive Soul Soul
Reaper Soul Betrayer Truth's Harem Series
(Urban Fantasy Reverse Harem) Fate's Illusion
Innovation's Muse Apathy's Hero Ridden Hard
(M/F Contemporary Romance) Hard Flip Hard
Pack Riding the Wave Drive Me Wild Love
Equation (Contemporary Romance) Rival
Charmed by the Geeks Regret Restraint Love
Games (M/F Contemporary Romance) His
Reputation Her Airman His Cosplayer Love Hack
(M/F Contemporary Romance) His Hacker His
Infatuation Her Surrender Hacking Wonderland
(Suspense) Reagan through the Looking Glass

The Hatter and the Hare Painting the Roses Red
Reigning Hearts Null Equation (Dystopian
Romance) Over Exposed Over Stimulated Over
Shared Stand Alone Titles Seeking More (M/F
New Adult Romance) Destined for Temptation
(Paranormal Romance)
Fireheart (A Standalone Reverse Harem
Paranormal Romance) - Michaela Haze
2020-03-12
It started with a curse, and ended with a
crown.The last of the demon-enslaved Fae, Ryn
Cole, is indentured to the King of Greed.
Mammon.Cursed by Dragons, before they fled
Hell, Ryn is the King's prisoner, servant, and
Second in Command.When Helena, a young
Jewelry appraiser, finds herself in possession of
a crown, made from no metal she has ever seen
before, she is thrown into a world full of
Demons, treasure and violence.King Mammon is
determined to have both the crown, and
Helena.Ryn wants nothing more than his
freedom from his curse, and if he has to set
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Helena up to take his place, so be it.Everyone
has their eye on the crown.But Helena is worth
far more to Ryn than he could ever know. She is
the one person throughout the Worlds that can
break his and Mammon's curse. Will Helena be
able to break the King's stranglehold on his most
powerful prisoner?Will she want to, when she
realises the extent of Ryn's plan for her?** Fire
Heart is a standalone Reverse harem
paranormal, demon/fae shifter, urban fantasy
romance novel****Contains: Bullying, captivity,
sexual and physical abuse, M/M and MFM sex
and Demons!*(Fire Heart is a reverse harem, but
does contain scenes of multiple partner sex. It is
a Dark romance, set in captivity.)
Blood Cursed - Sarah Piper 2018-12-02
"My whole life, you've been making deals for my
future-for my soul-with other people. Now you're
going to deal with me." The Prince of Hell has
been gunning for a Silversbane heir for decadesa witch whose blood can summon the spirits of
the most powerful magic-users ever to walk the

earth. A witch like me. Thanks to a soulshattering devil's bargain, I'm now his most
prized possession. But I've got bigger fires to
fight than the ones burning in hell. My friends
are still imprisoned. Hunters have joined forces
with the dark fae, and the Council has turned
their backs on us. One of my rebels is now
forbidden to love me, and another can't
remember that he ever did. Mix in an epic
betrayal and a few dark secrets, and I'm ready to
burn it all down. So yeah, maybe the Prince of
Hell is used to closing deals and getting what he
wants. But when it comes to this Silversbane
witch? He probably should've read the fine print.
SInner's Game - Terina Adams 2021-09-20
Why would two witches with little magical talent
go after the most stunning find in the
paranormal world?Because we're thieves, and
Auntie Bea concealed the truth. We find
ourselves caught in the turbulent, hot mess that
is Devonport, home of powerful factions, chasing
a skull. Worse, Auntie Bea is kidnapped by the
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dangerous Apostles to force my compliance.
Worse still, I have four days to win the skull or
Auntie Bea loses her ears, and other vital body
parts. And then the real killer, I'm now the
number one target to the most deadly of them
all, the vampire King. An alpha male with some
lethal skills and a serious attitude problem. He
wants the skull. So do I. I have to win this race.
How do I avoid a supreme predator when he's
named me his nemesis?
Their Dark Valkyrie - Eva Chase 2021-01-28
Four scorching-hot gods. One kickass valkyrie.
Nine realms of trouble. All I wanted was to keep
my distance from the criminals I work for and
get my little brother out of the hell that is our
mother's house. Then I died and woke up to four
stunningly hot gods telling me I'm now a
valkyrie. Sly, sharp Loki. Jovial but ferocious
Thor. Dreamily compassionate Baldur. Grim and
secretive Hod. I'm connected to all of them
through a bond we barely understand. The
longer I spend with them, the more my walls

start to crack. But the gods didn't summon me
just for kicks. Their king is missing, and they
need me to find him. The first three valkyries
they sent on the job never made it back. More
power is awakening in me than I could ever have
imagined, but the gods' enemies are more
devious than even they knew. It's going to take
every trick in the book for me to save myself, my
brother, and these divine men who're getting
under my skin in the most alluring way. Good
thing I've always been a fighter. I'm Aria
Watson, and Valhalla ain't seen nothing yet.
*Their Dark Valkyrie is an action-packed, heartwrenching urban fantasy series with Norse
mythology like you've never seen it before. This
set contains all four books in the series-Claimed
by Gods, Bound to Gods, Falling for Gods, and
Waking the Gods-as well as a brand-new bonus
epilogue.*
Everwood Academy - J. E. Cluney 2021-02-07
For years, the monsters of my imagination have
plagued me, until now. When I learn that they
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are real and protecting me, everything changes.
I'm thrown into a world of demonics and
angelics, discovering powers within myself and
learning more about the monsters that have
been by my side since my mother's death. But
there's something more I'm not being told. Just
what is Everwood Academy, and what are these
strange dreams I've started having? ***This is a
RH medium burn***
Kissed by Night - Jasmine Walt 2018-07-07
My name is Ace Bissett, and I used to think
magic was a hoax. Now I've got four dark, sexy
gargoyles at my beck and call, magic bursting
from my fingertips, and a curse that's proving
ridiculously hard to break. Juggling all of that
would be a challenge on its own, but when you
add in my day job as a detective? It's almost
impossible. But all of that stuff is the least of my
worries. A new threat has risen in my city, and it
looks like the murderer is going after anyone
with an interest in the occult. That makes me the
perfect person to stop him...but also the perfect

target. And the deeper I dig, the more I realize
that this isn't an accident. The murderer is
trying to get my attention, and if I don't unmask
him soon, this could be the end for not just me,
but the four gargoyles who have become more
important to me than life itself...
Broken by Night - Jada Storm 2019-01-28
My name is Ace Bisset, and I've finally embraced
what it means to be a witch. But even with all
my newfound power, I still haven't figured out
how to break this damned curse. And that's a
problem, because time is running out.In order to
save the four men I've grown to love more than
life itself, I have to search deep within my
powers and find the key to breaking the dark
magic trapping my friends to the night. But just
when I think I might be getting close to breaking
the curse, a new big bad comes into town, and
he knows a lot about me. Turns out he's been
watching me, waiting for this very moment.If I
don't stop him from carrying out his plans, then
it won't matter if I can break the curse or not.
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Because we'll all be cursed.
Kiss of the Royal - Lindsey Duga 2018-07-03
Princess Ivy has one goal—end the war against
the Forces of Darkness. Ivy’s magic is more
powerful than any other Royal’s, but she needs a
battle partner who can help her harness it.
Prince Zach’s unparalleled skill with a sword
should make them an unstoppable pair—if only
they could agree on...well, just about anything.
But Ivy’s magic can only fully unlock with Zach’s
help, and he’s not exactly cooperating. Zach
believes Ivy’s magic is dangerous. Ivy believes
they’ll never win the war without it. Two
warriors, one goal, and the fate of their world on
the line. But the more they argue, the more they
fall for each other. And only one of them can be
right...
The Witch's Rebels: Books 4-6 - Sarah Piper
2021-09-16
The Cursed Hollow - Candace Wondrak
2019-08-24

In a town where spirits dwell, one will rise.
Headless Horseman? Meet the Twenty-First
Century. My name is Kat Aleson. My dad named
me after Katrina - if you've heard the Legend of
Sleepy Hollow, you know the one. I didn't know
my dad well, because after he and my mom
divorced, I only spent my summers in Sleepy
Hollow. But when I get news that my dad is
dead, I have to go back. Sleepy Hollow hasn't
changed. Its people still believe in the legends,
especially the one about crossing that particular
bridge. My childhood friend, Bones, is all grown
up. The town hero, all muscles and dimples. My
childhood crush that I thought was gone? Not so
gone after all. And let's not even talk about
Crane, the strange, rich eccentric who was
working with my dad until he died. I'm drawn to
them both, almost like fate wants a replay of the
legend. Kat torn between her childhood friend
and the new man in her life. The only problem is
that there's another part of the equation, and
he's the most dangerous of them all. The spirits
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want me, and soon I learn they'll do anything to
have me. I'm the key to this whole thing. Sleepy
Hollow will never be the same. The Cursed
Hollow is the first part of a RH/why choose
duology, drawing inspiration from the Legend of
Sleepy Hollow.
How to Break a Curse in Five Simple Steps - Jb
Trepagnier 2021-04-20
A witch curse is a hell of a thing to deal with
when you're immortal Nice to meet you. My
name is Catarina Ash. You've probably read
about me. Wife of Bath ring a bell? The Loathly
Lady stories used to be wildly popular. I used to
have a thing for dating writers. I don't take
credit for the Viking story, but it wouldn't
surprise me if Cadence was so proud of the
curse she put on me, she repeated it on another
witch. She throws out curses like candy and
probably has a few repeats. I'm cursed to walk
the earth as a wrinkled crone unless I can find
love. What they don't tell you in all the stories
about the Loathly Lady is that since I'm

immortal, when my love dies, I revert back to the
crone unless I can find love again. I've retreated
to my enchanted woods, hoping to just shrivel up
and die, until one day, I feel a horrible aura
sneaking around in my woods. My foresight tells
me the human that aura belongs to is going to
eventually lead me towards the path of breaking
my curse for good. Edward Solomon is in my
woods hoping to steal my land and build a
university. Somehow, that university is
important, but I don't know why. All I'm armed
with is a cryptic feeling in my gut that giving this
horrible man a part of my land and making a
deal with him will lead me towards the right
path. I've got my familiar here to guide me, but
sometimes, she can't keep the present and
future straight and I'm not sure what she's
talking about. The answer to breaking my curse
is there, but I will have to wait, learning ancient
magic of my ancestors, tricking Cadence's curse
with men from the university, and trying to find
the missing piece to breaking my curse
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Fifth Flame - Arizona Tape
Nothing can extinguish their flame, their lives
are no longer a game. Having taken the gaming
world by storm, Lola and her mates return home
to face a much bigger battle: acceptance from
the Fire Dragons. They know their bond can't be
broken, but can they convince everyone else of
that? A paranormal reverse harem set in the
Twin Souls Universe FULL SERIES: Book 1:
Fifth Soul Book 2: Fifth Round Book 3: Fifth
Flame
We're All Cursed - Kat Quinn 2022-02-09
Look, not to kink shame or anything, but I'm
reeeeeeeally getting tired of all these baddies
trying to be on my butt all the time. It's time to
take the fight to them. (Let's just hope, this time,
I don't punch myself in the face...again.) What's
the worst that can go down-we all live happily
ever after? Stranger things have happened. This
is a medium burn urban fantasy/paranormal
reverse harem romance with explicit scenes of
violence, sex, and abuse that may be triggering

for some. There is an M/M relationship that
develops alongside of and in addition to the
group dynamic. All sexual situations in this book
are consensual. It is the third and final book in a
series within an overall world epic, and ends
HEA. Please be aware that this is recommended
for readers 18+ There is a recap in the
beginning of this book, enjoy!
Nightsoul - McKenzie Hunter 2020-06-25
Mephisto is the mysterious and alluring client
who's always had a special interest in me. Now I
know why. My curse and Mephisto's secrets
have to take a back seat, though, when the most
powerful vampire in the city hires me for a job.
It seems simple enough: negotiate the
acquisition of a weapon that can kill his kind
faster than a stake to the heart. In my line of
business, there are rules that you never break-or if you do, you make damn sure no one finds
out. First, never betray a client. Second, never
piss off a vampire, especially the Master of the
City. Somehow, I managed to do both.
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Stroke the Flame - Elizabeth Briggs 2018-04-26
Four sexy dragon shifters. A huntress with a
dark past. A bond that could save the world. I've
spent my entire life running from my past and
staying out of trouble. That's how I've kept alive
ever since my parents were killed by the Black
Dragon, who's ruled the world under her
oppressive talons for as long as anyone can
remember. But it's hard to keep a low profile
when four handsome strangers turn up in your
village claiming you're destined to save the
world. According to them, they've been chosen
by the gods to become elemental dragons-and
I'm their mate. Which means one day I'll be the
most powerful dragon of all, able to control all
four elements. Assuming I can unlock my powers
first...by getting intimate with each of my sexy
mates. Auric, the clever prince. Jasin, the cocky
soldier. Slade, the protective blacksmith. Reven,
the mysterious assassin. And me. We're the only
ones who can bring balance to the world and
overthrow the Black Dragon-if she doesn't tear

us to shreds first. STROKE THE FLAME is the
first book in a new steamy reverse harem
fantasy series.
Ashen Feathers - Aster North 2019-10-26
Sharpened Edges. Spilled Lifeblood. Avenging
Magics. My name is Everly Banks, assassin,
creator, and loner. Or I was until four hunters
pushed their way into my life. Add in a cursed
goat, sassy fox, and stubborn witch, and I have a
whole circus following me.That's the least of my
problems though. I have promises to keep and
enemies to slaughter. Two innocents are caught
in the center of a battle I'd failed to finish long
ago. I won't let them pay for my mistakes.We
will have to rescue them while dodging a bounty
on my head and preparing for war. As if that
wasn't enough, whispers of my past are colliding
with my present, and I'm not sure I'm strong
enough to handle them.Unfortunately, life isn't
waiting on me to get myself together. My own
personal hell is coming whether I like it or not.
But it's not only my future at stake if I lose. My
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nightmare has come to haunt me and if he
succeeds, the world will fall at his feet. So, if
you're unlucky enough to see the clash between
the creator and the destroyer, look for me
beneath the falling ashen feathers. I'll be the one
who duct taped herself back together again.
*******Ashen Feathers is the final book in The
Anomaly series. It is an urban fantasy with a
reverse harem romance. That means she will not
choose between her men. This series is not for
those under the age of 18 because it contains
sensitive content. Please see the foreword for
specific triggers. They are located in sections
that are listed so anyone who wishes to do so
can skip said section without getting lost. There
is also a warning by Everly herself just before
the break. This book contains steamy scenes as
well as battles.
Corpse Curses - Jen Ponce 2019-12-14
Half-witch, half-magi, and all bloodthirsty. Korri
Marchand spends her nights stalking corrupt
magi and chasing the high she gets from their

deaths. She tells herself it's for her friend Poppy,
but there's a part of her that likes what she does.
Likes it a lot. One night, she discovers the magi
have been keeping a dark secret when she
breaks one of their magical objects and releases
a demon. Using demons to power spells is
against the law--a law the magi wrote. Now she
understands how the magi rose to power--and
how dangerous they truly are. Trapped for
centuries, forced to serve cruel masters, Lux,
Malphas, Abaddon, and Baphomet are ready to
lay the magi world to waste but they don't have
the power or numbers to take them on--at least
not yet. The interesting little mortal who freed
them wants to help, and she may just be the key
to saving the rest of their kind. That she's
fearless, adventurous, and wild in bed just
sweetens the deal. **Dark reverse harem
**Creative boning **Some M/M in addition to all
the F/M/M/M **Don't venture within if you're
squeemish
Cursed in Love - Zoe Ashwood 2021-06-16
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In a magical race around the world, there can
only be one winner. My powers weren't enough
to save my mother from an excruciating death.
But I won't stand by and watch anybody else I
love suffer. The spells I need to protect us all are
locked away, sealed by a magic I can't break.
The only key is conning my way into the magical
elite and winning their deadly competition. I
can't do it alone. Levi has my back. He's a strong
witch, my best friend, and fiercest protector.
Raphael might be my ex, but his vampire powers
give us an edge. And then there's Isak. Dragon
shifter, with his own secrets and reasons to win.
But in a competition full of witches whose
powers outweigh my own, dangers arise from
every corner of the globe. Until one thing
becomes clear. We aren't just playing to win.
We're playing to live. Cursed in Love is the first
book in a "why choose" paranormal romance
trilogy. Order your copy today!
Cursed Vampire - Brogan Thomas 2021-10-07
Half unicorn, half bloodsucker, all trouble. When

her secret gets out, can this feisty teenager
survive? Tru Dennison's life feels like a sick joke.
Barely coping with the loss of her adoptive
grandad, the seventeen-year-old can't believe it
when her no-good uncle kicks her to the curb.
And now stuck working two hectic jobs to save
up for a place, a shifter customer biting her is
the last thing the magical hybrid needs...
Already battling a mysterious illness she can't
seem to shake, Tru is terrified the incident will
reveal her hidden bloodline to the supernatural
community. And when the shock and the wound
cause her sickness to intensify, frightened teen
fears saving her life could only make it all so
much worse. Will Tru's rebel soul be enough to
protect her when she becomes the prize in a
paranormal tug-of-war? Cursed Vampire is the
thrilling third standalone book in the Creatures
of the Otherworld urban fantasy series. If you
like never-say-die heroines, fiery forbidden love,
and generous splashes of snark, then you'll
adore Brogan Thomas's uncanny adventure. Buy
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Cursed Vampire to play for high stakes today!
Cursed by Night - Jada Storm 2018-04
My name is Ace Bissett, and I'm a paranormal
detective that doesn't believe in magic. Or at
least, I didn't before I met them. The day I
inherited my aunt's old house, everything
changed. One moment, I was convinced that
magic was a hoax. The next, I'm surrounded by
four winged, fanged, ridiculously hot guys who
are definitely nothuman, and who insist that I'm
the only one who can break the curse that binds
them to the night. I know I should run far, far
away from this hot mess, but there's a
connection between us I can't deny. I'm seeing
things I can't explain, feeling things that don't
make sense. The detective in me has never been
able to resist a mystery, and this one is just
begging me to dig in. But all that will have to
wait, because there's a new threat stalking my
city. One with a taste for blood and bone, unable
to be killed or captured by normal human
means. It's a good thing I've got four new

roommates to help me hunt them down. But
even if I didn't, I'd figure out a way. Because I
never give up. I never give in. And I always
protect what's mine. Don't miss this delicious
new reverse harem series. Scroll up and grab
your copy today!
Curse Touched: A Paranormal Vampire Romance
- Becky Moynihan 2021-10-10
Perfect for fans of Twilight, Vampire Diaries, and
modern Beauty & the Beast retellings. Sink your
teeth into a world of dark mystery and forbidden
desire. There's no escaping a curse . . . The last
thing I expect is for my aunt to kidnap, then
abandon me. I'm desperate for answers,
especially as to the condition of Lochlan
D'angelo, my stalker turned protector. Problem
is, I'm still shaken over learning his true identity.
I question everything he ever told me, including
the realness of the supposed bond between us.
Stuck at a supernatural school in the middle of
nowhere, I'm forced to make a decision: stay at
the academy where it's safe, or help the
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vampires break their curse. But as a dark
foretelling arises and mysteries about my past
unfold, all I want to do is escape. CURSE
TOUCHED is the pulse-pounding second
installment in a steamy upper YA/NA paranormal
vampire romance series. If you like fated mates
and forbidden romance, heartrending twists, a
tough heroine, and a sexy antihero, this book is
for you. *This book is part of a series and ends in
a cliffhanger. Best suited for ages 16+ due to
sexual situations.
Unbound - Betty Legend 2021-03-02
I had no idea how beautiful and terrifying my life
was about to become.Living as an independent
artist in New York, I was soon faced with the
new knowledge of my powers, a curse, and how
bonding with five sexy-as-sin supernaturals
would break that curse. One by one they found
me-Fae, Warlock, Demon, Wolf shifter,
Vampire.I'm their mate.Their equal.Their perfect
match.The one to unbind them from their
curse.Heart, body, and soul, I'm meant to be

theirs. Theirs to share. Theirs to love.From the
beginning, they warn me of my fate. The
stronger our magic bonds; the greater the
chance evil will find us.These incredible beings
will give their lives to protect me, no matter the
sacrifice, but I'm not willing to lose any of them.
They've stolen my heart and I'll do whatever it
takes to break the curse and stop the one who's
coming for us. The Cursed Trilogy is a why
choose paranormal romance series and includes:
UnboundUnleashedUnveile
Power of Five - Alex Lidell 2018-04-13
Four elite fae warriors. One mortal female. A
magical bond they can't allow--or resist.
Orphaned and sold to a harsh master, Lera's life
is about mucking stalls, avoiding her master's
advances, and steering clear of the mystical
forest separating the mortal and fae worlds.
Only fools venture into the immortal realms, and
only dark rumors come out... Until four powerful
fae warriors appear at Lera's barn. River, Coal,
Tye, and Shade have waited a decade for their
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new fifth to be chosen, the wounds from their
quint brother's loss still raw. But the magic has
played a cruel trick, bonding the four immortal
warriors to... a female. A mortal female.
Distractingly beautiful and dangerously frail,
Lera can only be one thing--a mistake. Yet as the
males bring Lera back to the fae lands to sever
the bond, they discover that she holds more
power over their souls than is safe for anyone...
especially for Lera herself. Power of Five is a
full-length reverse-harem fantasy novel.
Cursed Luck - Kelley Armstrong 2021-05-04
Escape into this new urban fantasy by #1 New
York Times bestselling author of the Women of
the Otherworld… Struggling curse weaver
Kennedy Bennett's motto is Carpe Diem.
Wealthy luck worker Aiden Connolly has never
leapt without looking—usually twice. Forced
together on an adventure, they're going to drive
each other crazy...in all the best ways. Kennedy
Bennett comes from a long line of curse
weavers. For centuries, her family has plied

their trade in Unstable, Massachusetts, an
unconventional small town that’s welcomed
paranormal practitioners since the dawn of
spiritualism. Kennedy has recently struck out on
her own, opening an antiques shop in Boston,
where her speciality is uncursing and reselling
hexed objects. Then Aiden Connolly walks into
her life with an offer she really should refuse.
The scion of a wealthy family of luck workers,
Aiden has a scheme to get his hands on the most
famous cursed object of all: the mythical
Necklace of Harmonia. He’s not the only one
after the necklace, though. And he’s not the only
one looking for a curse weaver to fix it.
Kennedy’s sisters are kidnapped, she finds
herself plunged into the underbelly of the
magical world where even Aiden soon finds
himself in over his head. * * * * * Keywords:
urban fantasy novel; contemporary fantasy;
paranormal romance series; magic; small town;
crime caper; opposites attract; first in series; no
cliffhangers
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Shadow Kissed - Sarah Piper 2018-04-13
A witch outrunning her past. Five smolderinghot guardians. And the dark secret that could
destroy them all¿ Blackmoon Bay is a city of
monsters. Surviving here means never leaving
home without a sharp stake. It means keeping
secrets, even from friends. And unless I want the
Hunters finding me again, it means my
witchcraft stays on permanent lockdown. Good
policy-until the night I accidentally resurrect a
dead girl, rekindling my magic and drawing the
Bay's most dangerous men to my doorstep.
Asher, the bad-boy incubus. Darius, the cunning,
oh-so-sexy vampire. Emilio, the wolf shifter with
a big heart and a treacherous past. Ronan, the
only demon I trust with my soul. And Death
himself, bound to my magic for reasons I don't
understand.Together they've sworn to protect
me from the evil out there, but it's not the evil
out there I'm worried about. A shadow lurks
inside me, black and deadly as a bomb. And I'm
pretty sure my magical mishap just lit the

fuse.I'm Gray Desario. Witch. Survivor.
Occasional bringer of chaos. And tonight? The
darkness is coming¿
Fire Possessed - September Stone 2019-01-17
One woman on a mission. Four cursed men. A
primal magic that threatens to destroy them
all... Sophie has done her best to avoid the
magical world for fear of the havoc her abnormal
ability wreaks on other supernaturals. As a
silencer who mutes the powers of those around
her, she's spent her life among the mortals her
defect can't harm. But when Mother Nature
pushes her from her home to do her bidding,
Sophie has no choice but to venture to the
magical town of Twin Rivers. Instead of viewing
her presence as a curse, four men see Sophie's
arrival as a blessing. Carrigan, a psychic who
hears everyone's thoughts at all times. Hagan, a
bear shifter who transforms at the slightest
provocation. Jonas, whose losses have left him
isolated and jaded. And Valor, a vampire without
conscience or remorse. Drawn to Sophie, these
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irresistible men find themselves caught up in a
dangerous whirlwind of magic that runs deeper
than they can imagine. But Sophie can't allow
her mounting attraction to keep her from her
mission-because Mother's wrath destroys
everything it touches. Fire Possessed is a full
length reverse harem urban fantasy adventure!
Wicked Ascending: A Reverse Harem
Gargoyle Romance - Sarah Piper 2022-11-25
A child conceived ’neath moon so bright… When
it comes to the cryptic Moon Blessed prophecy,
our enemies have been fighting over its
meaning—and its dark magic—for millennia.
Born of the union of darkness and light… But
through all their bitter skirmishes, there’s one
teeny little detail the vile beasts keep forgetting:
The Moon Blessed witch herself. Blessed is the
babe who inherits the crown… And after
everything I’ve been through? This witch is done
being forgotten. Done being manipulated. Done
letting everyone else decide my fate. Blessed is
the blood that brings the world down… It’s time

to write my own destiny. Time to show our
enemies just how hard a dark-fae witch and four
cursed gargoyles will fight to protect the only
thing more powerful than all the prophecies in
the realms… Love. Wicked Ascending is the
fourth and final book in the Claimed by
Gargoyles series, a scorching hot reverse harem
monster romance featuring a feisty witch coming
into her power and four fiercely possessive
gargoyle gangsters with horns, tails, oh-sosensitive wings, and special “equipment”
guaranteed to leave their woman—and their
readers—begging for more.
Hellish Fae - A. K. Koonce 2020
There's a dark secret inside of me. A monster
clawing to get out.I was thrown out of the fae
world because of it. But I'm back now. Three
brooding demons and a sinful incubus returned
me to my sweet little homeland. And I'll finish
what I started all those years ago.Sure, maybe
my delicate fae features are twisting into
spiraling horns and demonic eyes, but that won't
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stop me from righting my wrongs.The Queen of
Hell might possess my body but the deadly
vengeance in my blood is my own. The Prince
will die by my hand for what he's done.All I have
to do is make sure the creature at the back of my
mind doesn't kill me first.Hellish Fae is book one
of a sexy reverse harem series featuring
creatures of heaven, hell, and all the dark fae
realms in between. This book contains MFM and
MMF themes intended for readers 18 and
over.Reading orderHellish FaeSinless Demons Releasing Jan 30Book3 - TBA
Trickery - Jaymin Eve 2017-02-28
Willa Knight: Dweller. Slave. Non-magical being.
In Minatsol, being a dweller means that you are
literally no better than dirt. In fact, dirt might
actually be more useful than Willa. Her life will
be one of servitude to the sols, the magicblessed beings who could one day be chosen to
become gods. At least her outer village is far
removed from the cities of the sols, and she
won't ever be forced to present herself to them...

Until one small mistake changes everything, and
Willa is awarded a position to serve at
Blesswood, the top sol academy in the world-a
position that she definitely did not earn. Under
the sudden, watchful eye of the gods, she will be
tasked to serve the Abcurse brothers, five sols
built of arrogance, perfection and power. They
are almost gods themselves, and under their
service she is either going to end up sentenced
to death, or else they are going to ruin her so
badly that she will wish for it. Either way, she is
in trouble. This is a full novel, 90,000 words.
Book 1 of 5 in the Curse of the Gods Series
Runes of Truth - G. Bailey 2018-04-08
Thief. Runaway. Assassin. What happens when
your rumoured name destroys your life? When
the very runes engraved on your skin since birth,
are a death sentence? Evie doesn't remember a
life before she was on the streets, a life before
thieving to live and killing to stay alive.When a
royal family she didn't know anything about go
missing, Evie finds herself thrown into the royal
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court of the protectors, and they demand her
help.Help in exchange for a chance at freedom
and the name that's haunted her, forgotten. A
name she can't even read, a name she doesn't
understand.But when three Royal protectors are
tasked with helping her, her demon ex who is
literally from hell, stalking her...will Evie ever be
free?17+ Reverse harem romance.
Wolf Cursed - Heather Hildenbrand 2021-08
Bad boys break hearts, but I'll make sure it's not
mine. After my nightmarish past, starting fresh
should be a dream come true. But when my
father's death leaves me on the run, I have no
choice but to seek shelter with the only family I
have left. An uncle I've never even met. My
uncle has a bad attitude and pack of friends that
remind me far too much of the toxic life I left
behind. Cruel, sexy Kai Stone is the worst of
them. Occasionally, when the moon is high and
full, I swear there's something even beastlike
about him. A monster who thrives off the
mayhem and chaos that surrounds him. But no

matter how hard I fight it, something about him
tugs at my very soul. The worst part is, I have a
secret. And when Kai discovers it, I have to
convince him to let me stay. Worse, I'll have to
trust him. And make him trust me. Because I
know he's keeping something from me as well.
And when I learn the truth, it will change
everything. If there's one thing Kai refuses to
allow, it's outsiders. Too bad neither one of us
knows how to resist a bad idea. If you love books
by Jaymin Eve, Kelly St. Clare, Annette Marie,
Linsey Hall, Shannon Mayer, and Leia Stone,
Wolf Cursed is perfect for you! Scroll up and 1click WOLF CURSED today!
The Fury Queen's Harem - Meg Xuemei X
2018-03-26
One hybrid Fury queen. Three pure-blood
Dragon Princes. A reverse harem with a dark
fairy tale twist and an epic flair! My name is
Daisy. I've been cursed to serve a bad-tempered
elemental in my beastly form for centuries.
There's only one way to lift the curse: a kiss from
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three true loves. To acquire even one is nearly
impossible. How am I going to get three? Then
three gorgeous-as-sin, yet clueless dragon
princes stumble into my lair. Only they do not
come to kiss me. They come to slay me without
knowing who I really am. Unless they cut the
three heads of the Furies-my heads-or make the
Fury Queen fall in love with them, they'll never
shift back to dragons. Not surprisingly, the
princes all choose what they think is the easiestto behead the beasts. Warning: This is a reverse
harem fantasy/paranormal romance that
features one strong woman and her three sexyas-sin Dragon princes. It contains battles,
steamy sex scenes, raw language, magic,
swordfights, dark fae, dragon shifters, vampires,
and otherworldly nightmares of creatures, and
at last, true loves, with a happy ever after at the
end of series.
The Cursed Rune - G Bailey 2020-11
Two years at the academy. Four alpha jerks. One
badass thieving assassin stuck in the middle of

them all. A forgotten and deadly curse.Daesyn
Heartlocke wanted nothing more than to finish
her latest assassin-for-hire job, get her boss off
her back, and get back to hanging out with her
talking monkey.But when the job goes wrong,
Daesyn finds herself being dragged into her
father's world of the reapers. The world she ran
away from, the world that offers nothing more
than darkness.What's worse? To stay free and,
most importantly, alive, Daesyn has to swap
places with a student who is due to go to a crazy
academy.Royal Reaper Academy is a two year
test, and only one student comes out alive.If you
can make it to the end, you are given the throne
of the reapers.No pressure? Daesyn has no
choice but to win. Luckily for her, surviving is
what she does best. Even if the other students
are trying to kill her.Outside the realm of the
reapers, another world awaits Daesyn, and it
calls home all those who escaped.But Daesyn
can't escape what's in her blood. Or the curse
that is destined for her that has just been
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awoken.Fans of epic urban fantasy romance will
love this five-book series by USA Today
Bestselling Author G. Bailey. This is a reverse

harem romance meaning the main character will
have more than one love interest.This series is a
crossover of the series, A Demon's Fall, but can
be read on its own.
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